A high-quality mobility involves a unique and distinctive identity perfectly provided by E-WAY which has been imagined to be a real place to live in the city. E-WAY includes aesthetic and comfort properties for both passengers and driver. Its dynamic front side with a resolutely contemporary design, its wide windscreen with round volumes, its strong and reassuring style ensure faster and more reliable journeys. Thanks to its features, E-WAY perfectly meets the changing demands of urban mobility.

**AN AESTHETIC IDENTITY**

Available both in standard and articulated versions, E-WAY has been designed to be operated in dedicated bus lanes in order to improve the journeys and the living environment of the city-dwellers and so offer a service close to what can be offered by other conventional systems of public transport.

Thanks to their different interior and exterior levels of customization, the E-WAY models are providing well-being and conviviality. They contribute to the image and attractiveness of urban transport.

The roof trim parts, the wheel covers, its lines are creating emotion. E-WAY is perfectly integrated in urban scenery.

On board, the multiple possibilities of materials choice and the custom-made arrangements upgrade the passengers compartment. The plunging shape of the instrument panel gives the driver an excellent visibility and improves the driving comfort.

**INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR A MOBILITY OF QUALITY**
CUSTOMERS NEEDS LISTENING

A design and functional internal arrangement which makes the synthesis between a pleasant journey and the necessity to comply with the requirements of the operating conditions.

INNER DESIGN
Wide choice for the seats and their comfort level, different interior decorating possibility, wide choice of colors for stanchions and handrails and for side panel and roof.
Different seats layout possibilities enable to offer a made-to-measure vehicle which meets the needs of a network.

INFORMATION AND SAFETY
• Integrated information screens and video surveillance solutions.
• Customizable setting-up of screens and bus station maps.

GOOD ACCESSIBILITY FOR EVERYONE
The flat floor along its whole length enable to optimize the ingress and exit speed of passengers and a better accessibility for people with reduced mobility for passengers with pram or in wheelchair... 2 wheelchair spaces on the left or/and on the right side can be proposed.

Luggage and bicycles racks: specific equipment developed on customers request and adapted to their own operating conditions.
LIFE ON BOARD

LIGHTNESS

Triangular windows on platform lower section.
Up to 5 units of triangular windows for the 12 m long version.
A translucent articulation for the 18 m long version.

Options

- Light manhole in the roof and or glazed roof Lumi’Bus® (blue, orange, red or pink colour)
- Indirect ambient lighting: Lampa’Bus® (blue, orange, green or white colour)
- LED spotlights
- USB ports
- LEDs on seat back enable passengers with reduced mobility to locate easily the seats
dedicated to them
- Sliding glazed doors